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Abstract (en)
Folding table which comprises a table top and an articulated underframe which can be folded up, consisting of two leg pieces (legs) in the shape of
a U of which the portion connecting (connection portion of) the leg piece has at least one U-shaped staple-type element (21), characterized in that
the means of articulation and clipping is fastened on the lower face (4) of the table top in the alignment of the staple-type element and comprises: -
the deformable spring blade (30) fastened to a branch (21, 22) of the staple-type element; - a cap piece (clevis), of which the cross-section follows
an oblong shape, in which the portion connecting the U-shaped leg piece slides between the two ends (41, 42), the end (41) of this oblong shape
arranged closest to the spring blade (30) having a protuberance (43) intended to block the connection portion (11) when the U-shaped leg piece is
unfolded, whilst the opposite end (42) is intended to receive this connection portion when the leg piece is folded up, the top of the cap piece also
having a transverse slot to permit the passage of the connection portion (23). <IMAGE>
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